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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A request by Brewing Ground Investments for approval of a map amendment (rezoning)
from PUD (Planned Unit Development) to PUD (Planned Unit Development) to amend
those permitted uses in the industrial portion of the PUD. The 12.36 acre property is
included in the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder PUD and is located at the
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southeast corner of the East Woodman Road and Golden Sage Road intersection and
within Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 65 West of the 6th P.M. The property is
within the boundaries of the Falcon/Peyton Small Area Master Plan (2008).
The Falcon Highlands PUD is an overall zoning and conceptual PUD that was originally
approved in 2000. In 2007, the Falcon Highlands PUD was amended to create a site
specific PUD known as the Rolling Thunder Business Park which includes 5 acres of
commercial land use and 12.42 acres of industrial land use. The proposed PUD
amendment would modify the uses within the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder
Business Park PUD to permit “health club” as an allowed use (it is currently listed as a
special use) on all lots within the industrial portion of the PUD and to add “bar and
taproom” as an allowed use that is limited to Lot 1 only? of the Rolling Thunder
Business Park. The applicant owns of Lot 1 of the Rolling Thunder Business Park. The
industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD consists of a total of 12 lots
and one tract. The commercial portion of the PUD has not been platted. The other
thirteen (13) property owners within the Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD are not
signatory to the amendment but have been notified of the request as well as the public
hearing dates.
A. REQUEST/MODIFICATIONS/AUTHORIZATION
Request: A request by Brewing Ground Investments for approval of a map
amendment (rezoning) from PUD (Planned Unit Development) to PUD (Planned Unit
Development) to amend those permitted uses in the industrial portion of the Falcon
Highlands PUD.
Modification of Existing Land Development Code (LDC) or Engineering Criteria
Manual (ECM) Standard: There are no modification requests associated with this
application.
Authorization to Sign: PUD Development Plan and any other documents required
to finalize the approval.
B. PLANNING COMMISSION SUMMARY
Request Heard:
Recommendation:
Waiver Recommendation:
Vote:
Vote Rationale:
Summary of Hearing:
Legal Notice:
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C. APPROVAL CRITERIA
The Planning Commission and BOCC shall determine that the following criteria, as
identified in Section 4.2.6.D of the El Paso County Land Development Code (2019),
have been met to approve a PUD zoning district:
• The proposed PUD district zoning advances the stated purposes set forth in
this section.
• The application is in general conformity with the Master Plan;
• The proposed development is in compliance with the requirements of this
Code and all applicable statutory provisions and will not otherwise be
detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of the present or future inhabitants
of El Paso County;
• The subject property is suitable for the intended uses and the use is
compatible with both the existing and allowed land uses on the neighboring
properties, will be in harmony and responsive with the character of the
surrounding area and natural environment, and will not have a negative
impact upon the existing and future development of the surrounding area;
• The proposed development provides adequate consideration for any
potentially detrimental use to use relationships (e.g. commercial use adjacent
to single family use) and provides an appropriate transition or buffering
between uses of differing intensities both on-site and off-site which may
include innovative treatments of use to use relationships;
• The allowed uses, bulk requirements and landscaping and buffering are
appropriate to and compatible with the type of development, the surrounding
neighborhood or area and the community;
• Areas with unique or significant historical, cultural, recreational, aesthetic or
natural features are preserved and incorporated into the design of the project;
• Open spaces and trails are integrated into the development plan to serve as
amenities to residents and provide reasonable walking and biking
opportunities;
• The proposed development will not overburden the capacities of existing or
planned roads, utilities and other public facilities (e.g. fire protection, police
protection, emergency services, and water and sanitation), and the required
public services and facilities will be provided to support the development
when needed;
• The proposed development would be a benefit through the provision of
interconnected open space, conservation of environmental features, aesthetic
features and harmonious design, and energy efficient site design;
• The proposed land use does not permit the use of any area containing a
commercial mineral deposit in a manner which would unreasonably interfere
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•

•

with the present or future extraction of such deposit unless acknowledged by
the mineral rights owner;
Any proposed exception or deviation from the requirements if the zoning
resolution or the subdivision regulation is warranted by virtue of the design
and amenities incorporated in the development plan and development guide;
and
The owner has authorized the application.

D. LOCATION
North: RR-5 (Residential Rural)
South: City of Colorado Springs
East: PUD (Planned Unit Development)
West: PUD (Planned Unit Development)

Single Family Residential
Colorado Springs Utilities Electric
Substation
Falcon Highlands Residential Subdivision
Agricultural Land

E. BACKGROUND
The property was zoned A-4 (Agricultural) on September 20, 1965, when zoning was
first established for this area of the County. In 2000, the property was rezoned to
PUD with the approval of the Falcon Highlands PUD (PCD file no. PUD-00-012), a
zoning and conceptual zoning PUD, which designated those land uses on the east
side of Golden Sage Drive as industrial and west side of Golden Sage Drive as
single family residential with minimum lot size of 5 acres. In 2007, a portion of the
Falcon Highlands PUD was rezoned to create a site specific PUD known as the
Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD (PCD file no. PUD-07-014). The area that was
previously designated as industrial did not change; however, the area located on the
west side of Golden Sage Road that was previously designated as single family
residential was re-designated as commercial land use. In 2008, there was another
amendment to the Falcon Highlands PUD (PCD file no. PUD-08-002) to revise the
dimensional standards and permitted uses within the Rolling Thunder Business Park
PUD. In 2007 a preliminary plan (PCD file no. SP-07-016) and a final plat (PCD File
no. SF-07-019) were approved to create 13 lots and one tract. The commercial
portion of the PUD is not platted.
The applicant has requested to amend the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder
Business Park PUD to allow “health club” as a permitted use for all lots (currently
special use) and add “bar and taproom” as an allowed use limited to Lot 1. A finding
of water sufficiency was made with the final plat on September 25, 2008. Due to
concerns that the proposed brewery may be considered a change in water supply for
the lot and/or subdivision, additional reports and analysis were provided by the
applicant during the review process.
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Section 8.4.7.E.1 of the Code specifies that a change in water supply may include:
“A change in the subdivision which would result in an increase in the amount of
annual water demand exceeding 10%”
After review by the County Attorney’s office it was found that the proposed brewery
use would not increase the annual water demand or the subdivision by more than
10% and would not be considered a change in water supply.
F. ANALYSIS
1. Land Development Code Analysis
The PUD development plan and development guidelines comply with Section
4.2.6 of the El Paso County Land Development Code (2019). When the original
PUD for the Falcon Highlands PUD was approved in 2000 (PCD file no. PUD-00012) and subsequently amended in 2007 to create the site specific Rolling
Thunder Business Park PUD (PCD file no. PUD-07-014) and in 2008 (PCD file
no. PUD-08-002) to amend specific provisions of the PUD, the BoCC found that
the proposed PUD and the amendments met all of the approval criteria for the
PUD. This request is limited to revising the allowed uses within the PUD;
therefore, the staff analysis will focus solely on compatibility and potential
impacts of those additional uses.
The industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder Business Park currently consists of
12 commercial lots and one tract. The existing established uses within the park
include a gymnastics facility, several vehicle repair and auto-body businesses,
and a warehouse and storage facility. An interior lot line vacation and site
development plan for a new multi-tenant commercial structure is currently in
review for Lots 2 and 3 of the Rolling Thunder Business Park. Lots 6, 7, 11, and
12 are vacant and undeveloped at this time.
The current PUD permits the following uses:
• Animal Day Care Facility
• Auction Facility
• Automobile and Boat Storage Yard
• Automotive Repair Garage
• Bakery, Wholesale
• Club
• Contractor’s Equipment Yard
• Emergency Facility, Private
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Emergency Facility, Public
Equipment Rental
Freight Terminal
Gymnastics
Heavy Equipment Sales
Heavy Equipment Storage
Human Service Shelter
Light Industry
Light Manufacturing
Lumber Yard
Mini-warehouse
Museum
Nursery, Retail
Nursery, Wholesale
Off Premise Sign
Printing
Proprietary School
Recreational Vehicle and Boat Storage
Religious Institution
Repair Shop
Studio
Trailer Sales
Truck and Recreational Vehicle Repair Garage
Utilities
Warehouse
Wholesale Business

The current PUD allows for the following uses as a special use:
• Amusement Center, Indoor
• Amusement Center, Outdoor
• Automobile Sales
• Batch Plant, Temporary
• Bus Station
• Business and Event Center
• Car Wash
• Child Care Center (Limit 1)
• CRS Facility, Freestanding
• Educational Institution, Private
• Educational Institution, Public
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Financial Institution
Health Club
Hospital
Hospital, Convalescent
Hospital, Veterinary
Kennel
Laboratory
Medical Clinic
Mineral and Natural Resource Extraction Operations, Commercial
Mining, Construction-related
Night Club
Office, General
Parking Lot
Retail Sales, General
Theatre, Outdoor
Tower, Commercial
Wood Sales (Firewood)

The applicant is proposing to include a “health club” as a permitted use instead of
a special use. A gymnastics facility is an allowed use within the PUD.
Section 1.15 of the Code defines a health club as follows:
“A structure or a portion thereof, including associated grounds and
facilities, providing areas and equipment for the enhancement of a
person’s physical conditioning, the use of which is typically limited to
individuals holding membership and their guests”
The Code does not include a definition or separate use categorization for a
gymnastics facility; therefore, the use would be included within the health club
classification. Both uses offer training facilities that enhance a person’s physical
conditioning and generally offer classes or individual training for a membership or
per-class fee. The parking requirements for a gymnastics and health club use are
anticipated to be similar and the required number of parking spaces would be
calculated based on the size of the proposed facility. Because of the similarity
between the health club use and the gymnastics facility uses, the applicant
requests the PUD be amended to allow the health club use to be permitted within
the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder Business Park without the special
use requirement. Due to the similarities in the existing permitted uses, staff does
not anticipate a significant increase in impacts with adding the additional use.
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The applicant is also proposing to add “bar and taproom” as a permitted use on
Lot 1 of the Rolling Thunder Business Park. The most similar use to a bar or
taproom that is permitted within the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder
Business Park is nightclub, which is permitted as a special use within the PUD.
Section 1.15 of the Code defines a nightclub as:
“A food service establishment operating a bar in conjunction with providing
patron dancing or live, non-adult entertainment or a bar having an
occupant load, as defined in the Building Code of 100 or greater. This
would not include a piano bar having an occupant load of less than 100.”
Section 1.15 of the Code defines a bar as:
“An establishment serving alcoholic beverages as prescribed in C.R.S §
12-47-409 (beer and wine license) or C.R.S §12-47-412 (tavern license) of
the Colorado Liquor Code and having an occupant load as defined in the
building code of less than 100”
Based on the definitions above, a nightclub use includes a bar use; therefore,
staff believes the existing PUD already allows for the use as a special use. Due
to the similarities in the existing permitted uses, staff does not anticipate a
significant increase in impacts with adding the additional use as a permitted use.
2. Zoning Compliance
The Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD Development Plan provides allowed
and permitted uses; use, density, and dimensional standards such as setbacks,
maximum lot coverage, and maximum building height; and it establishes
landscaping requirements.
The proposed amendment to the Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD would
revise the permitted uses that are allowed within the PUD but would not affect
density, dimensional standards, maximum lot coverage, maximum building height
or landscaping requirements for the PUD.
3. Policy Plan Analysis
The El Paso County Policy Plan (1998) has a dual purpose; it serves as a
guiding document concerning broader land use planning issues and provides a
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framework to tie together the more detailed sub-area elements of the County
master plan. Relevant policies are as follows:
•

Goal 5.1 - Maintain a land use environment which encourages quality
economic development that is compatible with surrounding land uses.

•

Policy 6.2.12- Ensure that proposed zone changes and/or use variances in
established neighborhoods are of compatible scale and physical character.

•

Policy 6.3.6’ Where feasible, when compatible and service level issues have
been addressed; smaller commercial, office and institutional uses should be
allowed to locate within, or convenient to, the residential neighborhoods they
serve or complement.

The industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder Business Park PUD currently
consists of 12 commercial lots and one tract. The existing established uses within
the park include a gymnastics facility, several vehicle repair and auto-body
businesses, and a warehouse and storage facility. An interior lot line vacation
and site development plan for a new multi-tenant commercial structure currently
is in review for Lots 2 and 3 of the Rolling Thunder Business Park. Lots 6, 7, 11,
and 12 are vacant and undeveloped at this time.
As discussed in detail in the Land Development Code Analysis section above,
the PUD amendment proposes uses that are similar to uses that are already
permitted within the industrial portion of the Rolling Thunder Business Park;
therefore, a finding can be made that these uses will be compatible with the
existing surrounding land uses. Because the proposed bar and taproom uses on
Lot 1 will utilize the existing building, a change in the scale or physical character
of that lot is not expected. Adding to the variety of uses within the Rolling
Thunder Business Park PUD will support Policy 6.3.6 by providing uses that
serve or complement the nearby residential development.
4. Small Area Plan Analysis
The Falcon Highlands PUD is located within the boundaries of the Falcon/Peyton
Small Area Master Plan (2008). Applicable Goals and Policies are as follows:
•
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Goal 3.2.2 - Advocate for quality of life amenities that will bring jobs and tax
base to the area.

•

Goal 3.2.1 - Establish a variety of Primary Employers that will provide stable,
diverse, well-paying employment opportunities for current and future residents
of the planning area.

The Plan shows the subject property within an area designated as a growth
node and activity corridor. Per the Plan, growth nodes would typically include
industrial space, primary employment, traditional commercial services and
public spaces. The proposed uses that are included in the Rolling Thunder
Business Park PUD amendment request are included in the use categories
listed above, will diversify the employment opportunities within the Rolling
Thunder Business Park and could serve to bring jobs and an additional tax base
to the Falcon/Peyton area. The proximity of Lot 1 of the Rolling Thunder
Business Park to the residential portion of the Falcon Highlands PUD (0.27 mile)
provides the amenity of a walkable destination and gathering space for the
community. The proposed health club use will also provide a convenient
amenity for physical fitness and person training in vicinity of the nearby
residential development.
5. Water Master Plan Analysis
The El Paso County Water Master Plan (2018) has three main purposes; better
understand present conditions of water supply and demand; identify efficiencies
that can be achieved; and encourage best practices for water demand
management through the comprehensive planning and development review
processes. Relevant policies are as follows:
•

Policy 6.0.1 – Continue to require documentation of the adequacy or
sufficiency of water, as appropriate, for proposed development.

•

Policy 5.2.2 – Recognize the water supply challenges and limitations inherent
in each of the regional planning areas, with particular emphasis placed
on Regional Planning Area 3 (Falcon), as a result of current reliance on nonrenewable Denver Basin wells and the renewable, but limited and overappropriated, Upper Black Squirrel Creek alluvium.

The subject property is located within Region 3, the Falcon Area, which is
anticipated to experience significant growth through 2060. Water and wastewater
are provided by the Falcon Highlands Metropolitan District.
In year 2018, Region 3 had a water supply of 7,164-acre feet per year and a
demand of 4,494-acre feet per year. The 2040 water supply is projected to be
7,921-acre feet per year and the projected demand is 6,403-acre feet. The 2060
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water supply is projected to be 8,284-acre feet per year, whereas the demand is
anticipated to be 8,307-acre feet per year. It should be emphasized that a
potential shortage of water supplies for this region is expected as early as 2060.
A finding of water sufficiency was made with the final plat for the Rolling Thunder
Business Park on September 25, 2008. Due to concerns that the proposed
brewery may be considered a change in water supply for the lot and/or
subdivision, additional reports and analysis were provided by the applicant during
the review process. After review by the County Attorney’s office it was found that
the proposed brewery use would not exceed the water allocation for the
subdivision and would not be considered a change in water supply.
6. Other Master Plan Elements
The El Paso County Wildlife Habitat Descriptors (1996) identifies the parcels as
having a moderate wildlife impact potential. El Paso County Community Services
Department, Environmental Division, was sent a referral for this project and has
no outstanding issues.
The Master Plan for Mineral Extraction (1996) identifies upland deposits
consisting of sand with silt and gravel in the area of the subject parcels. A
mineral rights certification was prepared by the applicant indicating that, upon
researching the records of El Paso County, severed mineral rights exist;
however, the mineral rights owner could not be located and there is not record of
the mineral rights being reassigned.
Please see the Parks Section below for information regarding conformance with
The El Paso County Parks Master Plan (2013).
Please see the Transportation Section below for information regarding
conformance with the 2016 Major Transportation Corridor Plan (MTCP).
G. PHYSICAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS
1. Hazards
There are no hazards apparent within the subject property.
2. Wildlife
The El Paso County Wildlife Habitat Descriptors (1996) identifies the parcels as
having a moderate wildlife impact potential. El Paso County Community Services
Department, Environmental Division, was sent a referral for this project and has
no outstanding issues.
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3. Floodplain
The property is not located within a defined floodplain as determined from the
FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map panel number 08041C0537G, dated December
7, 2018.
4. Drainage and Erosion
The property is located within the Sand Creek (FOFO4000) drainage basin which
is a studied basin. Drainage and bridge fees are not assessed with PUD
amendment requests. No public drainage improvements will be required as there
are no anticipated drainage or erosion impacts identified with this request.
5. Transportation
The property is located on the southeast corner of Woodmen Road and Golden
Sage Road. The property is accessed via Maltese Road, which is an existing
private local roadway east of Golden Sage Road. Per the submitted traffic study,
the site will generate 120 vehicle-trips on the average weekday. The traffic
generated by the site is not anticipated to cause adverse impacts to the
surrounding transportation network. The traffic study has identified that a
sidewalk will need to be constructed along Golden Sage Road adjacent to the
property to extend the existing sidewalk to Woodmen Road.
There are no improvements identified in the 2016 Major Transportation Corridor
Plan (MTCP) in the immediate vicinity of the site.
In accordance with Resolution 19-472, this proposed PUD amendment will not be
assessed any fees through the El Paso County Road Impact Fee program since
the site is located within the boundaries of the Woodmen Road Metropolitan
District. New construction is subject to payment of traffic impact fees to the
District as reimbursement for roadway improvements previously constructed by
the Woodmen Road Metropolitan District.
H. SERVICES
1. Water
Water is provided by the Falcon Highlands Metropolitan District. The District has
provided a letter committing to serve the proposed development.
2. Sanitation
Wastewater is provided by the Falcon Highlands Metropolitan District. The
District has provided a letter committing to serve the proposed development.
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3. Emergency Services
The property is within the Falcon Fire Protection District. The District was sent a
referral and responded to indicate that they have “no objections, concerns, or
further comments”.
4. Utilities
Mountain View Electric Association provides electric service to the property and
has provided a commitment letter indicating they will continue to serve the
development.
5. Metropolitan Districts
The property is included in the Falcon Highlands Metropolitan District which will
provide water and wastewater service to the subject property.
The property is also located within the boundaries of the Woodmen Road
Metropolitan District. New construction is subject to payment of traffic impact fees
to the District as reimbursement for roadway improvements that were previously
constructed by the Woodmen Road Metropolitan District.
6. Parks/Trails
Land dedication and fees in lieu of park land dedication are not required for a
map amendment (rezoning) application. The El Paso County Parks Master Plan
(2013) does not depict any parks or trails in vicinity of the subject property.
7. Schools
Land dedication and fees in lieu of school land dedication are not required for a
map amendment (rezoning) application.
I. APPLICABLE RESOLUTIONS
Approval
Page 29 and 25
Disapproval
Page 30 and 26
J. STATUS OF MAJOR ISSUES
There are no outstanding major issues.
K. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Should the Planning Commission and the Board of County Commissioners find that
the request meets the criteria for approval outlined in Section 4.2.6 of the El Paso
County Land Development Code (2019), staff recommends the following conditions
and notations:
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CONDITIONS
1. Development of the property shall be in accordance with this PUD development
plan. Minor changes in the PUD development plan, including a reduction in
residential density, may be approved administratively by the Director of the
Planning and Community Development Department consistent with the Land
Development Code. Any substantial change will require submittal of a formal
PUD development plan amendment application.
2. Approved land uses are those defined in the PUD development plan and
development guide.
3. The PUD development plan shall be recorded in the office of the El Paso County
Clerk & Recorder prior to approving any site development plans for uses that are
included in this PUD amendment.
4. Developer shall comply with federal and state laws, regulations, ordinances,
review and permit requirements, and other agency requirements, if any, of
applicable agencies including, but not limited to, the Colorado Parks and Wildlife,
Colorado Department of Transportation, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service regarding the Endangered Species Act,
particularly as it relates to the Preble's Meadow Jumping Mouse as a listed
threatened species.
NOTATIONS
1. If a zone or rezone petition has been disapproved by the Board of County
Commissioners, resubmittal of the previously denied petition will not be accepted
for a period of one (1) year if it pertains to the same parcel of land and is a
petition for a change to the same zone that was previously denied. However, if
evidence is presented showing that there has been a substantial change in
physical conditions or circumstances, the Planning Commission may reconsider
said petition. The time limitation of one (1) year shall be computed from the date
of final determination by the Board of County Commissioners or, in the event of
court litigation, from the date of the entry of final judgment of any court of record.
2. Rezoning requests not forwarded to the Board of County Commissioners for
consideration within 180 days of Planning Commission action will be deemed
withdrawn and will have to be resubmitted in their entirety.
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L. PUBLIC COMMENT AND NOTICE
The Planning and Community Development Department notified thirteen (13)
adjoining property owners including the property owners within the industrial portion
of the Rolling Thunder PUD on November 16, 2020, for the Planning Commission
meeting. Responses will be provided at the hearing.
M. ATTACHMENTS
Vicinity Map
Letter of Intent
Development Plan
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File Name: PUD-20-003

El Paso County Parcel Information

Zone Map No.: --

NAME
TIX JESSE R
RTBP 4&5 LLC
RTBP 4&5 LLC
NEW DIRECTION IRA INC FBO
NEW DIRECTION IRA INC FBO
SANGAM LC
KUHL INVESTORS LLC
RUCKUS INVESTMENTS LLC
TKJ LLC
TKJ LLC
FALCON HIGHLANDS METRO DISTRICT
TENENIT INVESTMENT LLC
TIX JESSE R

E WOODMEN RD

BENT GRASS MEADOWS DR

Date: November 12, 2020

FALCON MEADOW BLVD

GOLDEN SAGE RD

PARCEL
5311101003
5311101004
5311101005
5311101006
5311101007
5311101008
5311101015
5311101011
5311101012
5311101013
5311101014
5311101001
5311101002

WOODMEN FRONTAGE RD

SITE

GG
IINN
LLLL
RROO
RR
DDEE
UUNN
TTHH
AAYY
W
W

COLORADO SPRINGS

Please report any parcel discrepancies to:
El Paso County Assessor
1675 W. Garden of the Gods Rd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
(719) 520-6600
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Letter of Intent
PUD Amendment
Property Owner:
Tenenit Investment, LLC
9019 Royal Melbourne Cir
Peyton, CO 80831

Contractor Information:
Hammers Construction
1411 Woolsey Heights
Colorado Springs, CO 80915
(719) 570-1599

Owner Representatives:
Elliot Smith – Project Manager
Lisa Peterson – Design (Applicant)
1411 Woolsey Heights
Colorado Springs, CO 80915
(719) 570-1599

Site:
10610-16120 Maltese Point
Peyton, CO 80831
Lot Size: 1.11 acres
Zoned – PUD
Parcel number: 53111-01-001

Request and Justification
Requesting approval for a PUD Amendment at the property indicated above. The intent is to
change the already included use of Health Club from a Special Use to an Allowed Use for all lots
at Rolling Thunder Business Park. We would also like to add the use of Tap Room/Bar to the
Allowed Uses for the property on Lot 1, located at 10610-10620 Maltese Point, exclusively. The
owner is planning to install a brewery at this location (Lot 1) which is an approved use. Along
with the brewery, the owner would like to include a tasting/bar area and tap room. These are not
included in the original PUD guidelines and will need to be added to the Approved Uses for the
owner’s business. In addition, the owner would like to utilize different fitness type classes such
as CrossFit, High Intensity Interval Training, Yoga, Cycling and Group Exercise. We feel these
classes would fall under Health Club. Currently, Health Club is a Special Use, so revising it to
Approved Use would allow and encompass the various classes. We feel this will be a good fit for
the surrounding neighborhood as there are numerous residential homes in this area and not many
commercial service type uses in close proximity of these neighbors. We expect that if these uses
are approved, the new business will be well received by the community.
Existing and proposed facilities, structures and roads
The lot will be entered from Maltese Point. The space is currently vacant and classified as
warehouse/storage. The site already has established parking, drive aisles and landscaping per El
Paso County requirements. A 5,000 sf interior remodel is being proposed on the property
indicated above. All utilities are existing therefore there will be no impact on the site or adjacent
properties. Landscaping will be updated and existing dead/damaged trees and shrubs will be
removed.
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Master Plan and Policy Criteria
The original PUD application was approved, as it met the Approval Criteria for PUD Zoning, the
El Paso County Water Master Plan, The El Paso County Policy Plan, and the Falcon/Peyton
Small Area Plan.
LDC 4.2.6(D) Criteria for Approval of a PUD Zoning:
There is nothing extensive changing to the development or the exterior of the current building at
Lot 1, so the Approval Criteria relating to location, buffering, preservation, open space, traffic,
design and mineral rights are being met as previously determined when the development was
originally planned and approved. Updating the uses allows a mixed-use business that follows
trends and demand. There is currently no adult fitness venue or brewery type business close to
neighboring customers, which could send revenue outside of the community.
This property is located on the outskirts of a residential development, but has easy access from
Woodmen Road, keeping the main flow of traffic out of the neighborhood, but maintaining direct
access from that residential area. Because it is located in an existing development, there is no
added strain on streets or other resources. The change will not be detrimental to the health,
safety, or welfare of the present or future inhabitants of El Paso County.
Several trees on the property have died, so the landscape is being updated to once again fall
within the approved criteria. A revised Landscape Plan has been submitted separately and has
been approved.
The subject property is suitable for the intended uses as it was formerly used for gymnastics, and
being a warehouse, it is a typical location for a brewery. It is located in a growing area that will
eventually have similar businesses situated in close proximity. We believe that in adding allowed
uses to the development, we will continue to meet the purpose of the PUD by further facilitating
a mix of uses within the area by providing a recreational, health and wellness, and a revenue
generating business for the community, all in one facility.
El Paso County Water Master Plan:
The subject property is located in Regional Planning Area 3 and water is supplied by Falcon
Highlands Metro District. Falcon Highlands gets its water from groundwater rights in the Denver
Basin through Arapahoe and Laramie-Fox Hills aquifers (Policy 4.3.3).
FHMD recognizes the inadequate water supply to meet future demand. (Goal 1.1) There are
currently 3 operational deep groundwater wells, and 2 undrilled tributary wells that have not
been investigated for pumping capacity. Options are being explored to acquire renewable water
supplies (Section 5). As such, improvements have been recommended to update systems for
better monitoring, support conservation efforts, and to work with other water providers to
maintain sustainability (Section 4).
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Per a Technical Memorandum from JDS-Hydro, the water usage originally calculated for the
entire subdivision was over-estimated compared to the actual usage of the currently developed
lots. 10610 Maltese Point currently uses about 154,440 gal/yr. Adding the brewery would
increase the water usage by about 62,400 gal/yr to a total of 216,840 gal/yr. Even if every lot was
recalculated for the same usage as Lot 1 (2,385,240 gal/yr total for 11 lots), the overall yearly
usage would still be significantly less than the 2,606,800 gal/yr, or 8 acre-feet, allotted in the
Commitment Letter from Falcon Highlands Metropolitan District dated August 28, 2007.
Overall, and despite the future outlook of the FHMD water supply, the change of use in Rolling
Thunder Business Park will not impact the the allotted and committed water usage that was
previously approved.
El Paso County Policy Plan:
Rezoning to allow a bar/taproom and health club will adhere to several of the goals of the
El Paso County Policy Plan.
Goal 5.1 “Maintain a land use environment which encourages quality economic development
that is compatible with surrounding land uses.”
The currently vacant building is not generating revenue for the area at this time. The type
of business we are asking to allow will draw not only the fitness minded consumers, but also
bring in the liquor tax revenue from the brewery and tap room - all of which are strong draws to
the Colorado lifestyle.
Policy 6.2.12 "Ensure that proposed zone changes and/or use variances in established
neighborhoods are of compatible scale and physical character."
The existing structure is within an established development. There is no change in scale
or physical character, so it is maintaining its original, approved appearance for this location.
Policy 6.3.6 "Where feasible, when compatible and service level issues have been addressed;
smaller commercial, office and institutional uses should be allowed to locate within, or
convenient to, the residential neighborhoods they serve or complement."
This will be a small establishment on both the health club and brewery sides. As
previously stated, both are services conducive and convenient to the neighborhood residents.
Furthermore, the proposed change of use for this property will support the Falcon/Peyton Small
Area Master Plan by providing a balance of lands uses (Goal 3.1) and by adding a trending but
non-existent service in the Falcon/Peyton area. It will also support quality of life amenities
(Goal 3.2) by allowing multi-facited exercise options. The proposed changes of use will support
the surrounding community economically and physically without adding any strain on public
resources.
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